ZOLL AED 3™
Accessories and Training Products

ACCESSORIES FOR EVERY RESCUE
DISPOSABLE RESCUE ACCESSORIES
Long-lasting Accessories for Every Rescue

Battery
In stand-by mode, the ZOLL AED 3 disposable lithium manganese dioxide battery has an installed life of up to five years.
Part # 8000-000696

CPR Uni-padz™
Truly universal pads. Use the same pads in an adult or child rescue by simply repositioning the pads and selecting adult or child rescue mode. Five-year installed life. Provides full CPR feedback for adult patients.
Part # 8900-000260.

Every set of CPR Uni-padz comes with a Rescue Accessory Kit attached. Includes scissors for cutting clothing to expose the victim’s chest, non-latex gloves and breathing mask for rescuer protection, paper towel to assure dry contact with electrodes, razor for removing hair, and a wipe for cleanup.
TRAINING
Training Simulations for Every Rescuer

Battery-powered Electronic Simulator
Generate either shockable or non-shockable heart rhythms for various rescue scenarios. Includes 9-volt battery.
Part # 8000-000925

Simulation Pads
Connects to a ZOLL AED 3 defibrillator for training and simulations. Includes one set of two reusable training gels.
Part # 8900-000264

Training Gels
Eight sets of two reusable training gels to be used with simulation pads.
Part # 8900-000265

Training Manikin
Simulates 130 lbs (60kg) victim. Removable head for compact storage and hands-only training.
Part # 8000-0835-01
WALL CABINETRY
Secure and Accessible

Keep your ZOLL AED 3 defibrillator secure and easily accessible for medical emergencies with a variety of battery-operated, alarmed wall cabinets. Each holds a ZOLL AED 3 plus a backup set of electrodes and a backup battery should you need them. Choose the surface-mounted model for easy installation or the semirecessed or fully recessed models for less intrusive storage. All three models include an ILCOR (International Liaison Committee on Resuscitation) AED label set and installation instructions.

Semirecessed Wall Cabinet
Part# 8000-001257
Meets ADA (Americans with Disabilities Act) requirements
14 inches x 14 inches x 3.5 inches
(35.5 cm x 35.5 cm x 8.9 cm)

Fully Recessed Wall Cabinet
Part# 8000-001258
Meets ADA (Americans with Disabilities Act) requirements
14 inches x 14 inches x 1.5 inches
(35.5 cm x 35.5 cm x 3.8 cm)

* 9-volt battery included
AED WALL SIGNS
ILCOR Format

Flat AED Wall Sign

ILCOR Flush Wall Sign (AED)
Part# 8000-001260

ILCOR Flush Wall Sign (DEA)
Part# 8000-001264

Three-dimensional AED Wall Sign

ILCOR 3D Wall Sign (AED)
Part# 8000-001261

ILCOR 3D Wall Sign (DEA)
Part# 8000-001265

Strobe for Standard Surface-mounted Wall Cabinet
Part# 8000-001259

Strobe for Semi/Fully Recessed Wall Cabinet
Part# 8000-001267

WALL MOUNTS
A Simple Universal Wall Mount

The Universal Wall Mount holds the ZOLL AED 3 alone or in its carry case and is labeled with the green ILCOR AED symbol. It includes mounting hardware, consumable tracking card, wall-mount template, and installation instructions.

Universal Wall Mount with ZOLL AED 3 alone (without carry bag)
Part# 8000-001255

Universal Wall Mount with ZOLL AED 3, carry case, and backup CPR Uni-padz (in carry case)
Part# 8000-001266
CARRY CASES
Secure and Accessible

Choose from among three different carry case models to contain and carry the ZOLL AED 3 defibrillator: the Standard Carry Case (included with ZOLL AED 3 BLS), the slim Hard-shell Carry Case, or the large Hard-shell Carry Case. The hard-shell cases are waterproof, with an IP68 rating for dust and water ingress.

**Standard Carry Case**
In addition to the ZOLL AED 3 with pre-connected CPR Uni-padz, the Standard Carry Case can also hold a backup set of CPR Uni-padz.
Part# 8000-001250

**Replacement Shoulder Strap**
For ZOLL AED 3 Carry Case
Part# 8000-001252

**Large Hard-shell Carry Case**
Protect and carry everything needed for a vigorous rescue with the large Hard-shell Carry Case, including a backup set of CPR Uni-padz and a backup battery.
Part# 8000-001254

**Slim Hard-shell Carry Case**
For lightweight maximum protection, choose the slim Hard-shell Carry Case. Able to accommodate the ZOLL AED 3 along with one spare battery.
Part# 8000-001253

**Battery Case**
Store the ZOLL AED 3 battery in this convenient pouch for easy identification and access when needed. Stores easily in carry bag.
Part# 8000-001251
Seamlessly maintain and track the ZOLL AED 3 with Program Management Onboard™. Cloud-connect it to PlusTrac™, ZOLL’s online AED program management system, in a few minutes when you install your ZOLL AED 3.

Program Management Onboard will regularly report, upon completion of every automatic self-check, the status of your ZOLL AED 3. If the self-check detects a fault, PlusTrac will email you the details immediately.

You can also log in to your PlusTrac account at any time to review all the AEDs for which you are responsible, grouped by sites you manage, and showing training status of your volunteer responders.

PlusTrac makes AED program management seamless and easy, and Program Management Onboard allows your ZOLL AED 3 to maintain itself.

PlusTrac Program Management is available in 1 to 5 years of coverage. Contact your ZOLL authorized distributor for availability and to receive an official PlusTrac certificate.

INCLUDES

PLUS TRAC ACTIVATION CERTIFICATE

AED Program Management
One year of PlusTrac™ for one ZOLL AED 3™.
9652-001140-05 Rev A
Activation code: 00000000000000
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READILY AVAILABLE ACCESSORIES AND SERVICES

Need to know more about ZOLL AED 3 accessories and services?

Contact your local authorized ZOLL distributor or visit ZOLL at zoll.com/aed3.

To learn more about AED program management with PlusTrac, visit us at plustrac.com.

Authorized ZOLL distributors can help you with your complete AED program, including:

• Program management and maintenance
• Compliance with local regulations and registries
• Training for your volunteer responders
• Replenishment of accessories
• Adding more AEDs to your program.